Enhancers physically interact with transcriptional promoters, looping over distances that 1 can span multiple regulatory elements. Given that enhancer-promoter (EP) interactions 2 generally occur via common protein complexes, it is unclear whether EP pairing is predom-3 inantly deterministic or proximity guided. Here we present cross-organismic evidence sug-4 gesting that most EP pairs are compatible, largely determined by physical proximity rather 5 than specific interactions. By re-analyzing transcriptome datasets, we find that the tran-6 scription of gene neighbors is correlated over distances that scale with genome size. We 7 experimentally show that non-specific EP interactions can explain such correlation, and that 8 EP distance acts as a scaling factor for the transcriptional influence of an enhancer. We pro-9 pose that enhancer sharing is commonplace among eukaryotes, and that EP distance is an 10 important layer of information in gene regulation.
Introduction
). To consider the influence of EP distance, we sampled gene pairs from each orientation 126 controlling for intergenic size. This resulted in distributions of correlations that exactly overlap tend to separate differentially expressed genes (Negre et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2007) . Nevertheless, 141 the same groups of gene pairs also tend to have much larger intergenic distances than genes that 142 are not flanked by insulator binding sites (Figure 3d ). After controlling for the distribution of inter-143 genic distances, we found very similar correlation distributions between insulator and not insulator 144 flanked gene pairs (Figure 3f ). This agrees with previous reports suggesting that insulators do not 145 block enhancers everywhere they bind, but rather act only on very specific genomic contexts (Liu 146 et al., 2015; Schwartz et al., 2012) ; it also reconciles the lack of known insulator orthologs in C. el-147 egans (Heger et al., 2009) in the context of local enhancer-blocking. In combination, these studies 148 strongly suggest that EP distance is the general source of transcriptional independence for close 149 gene neighbors. 150 Previous EP compatibility studies suggest that EP specificity is widespread (Gehrig et al., tually exclusive, as it is likely that enhancers have specificity to promoter classes (Danino et al., 154 2015), whose limited number could result in general EP compatibility. Nevertheless, the implica- Figure 6 : Gene orientation effect in correlation of gene pairs is explained by EP distance. Distribution of intergenic distances and the corresponding distribution of correlations of gene pairs is shown in the first and second columns, respectively; correlations after controlling for intergenic distance are shown in the third column. The range of distances between paired genes for each plot is as follows: S. cerevisiae below 2 kb (a,b) and between 2 and 4 kb (c). C. elegans below 10 kb (d,e) and between 10 and 20 kb (f). H. sapiens and M. musculus below 100 kb (g, h, j, k) and between 100 and 200 kb (i, l).
